DEAR EDITOR

Photography is an essential part of plastic surgery given the visual nature of our specialty. Its uses are innumerable; it enables us to document form and function, helps us plan an operation, assists us in teaching, serves a medico-legal purpose and may even assist with research.1 This is by no means an exhaustive list. Yet, despite its indispensability to the proper practice of plastic surgery very few surgeons receive any sort of formal teaching or training in clinical photography. In this manuscript the author attempts to provide some of the theoretical essentials of clinical photography required to take adequate clinical images for the patient’s record.

The aim of clinical photography is to present the patient most accurately as opposed to portrait photography where the aim is to iron out inconsistencies in the physical form.2,3 The key principle underlying good clinical photography is consistency i.e. taking every picture of the patient under the exact same conditions. This may sound relatively simple but is in fact quite difficult to achieve in practice.

The principal factors to consider are (i) Lighting which is the first and most important aspect. Lighting conditions under which the photographs are taken must remain exactly the same as variations in lighting may very easily alter the appearance of pre and post-operative photographs;2,3 (ii) Pose that refers to the position of the patient when the photograph is taken and the “perspective” or “angle” from which the camera “looks” at the patient. This must be kept as consistent as possible and is one of the more difficult competencies to achieve in photography;2,3 (iii) Patient exposure that adequate patient exposure over the anatomical location of interest is essential. Hair should be tied back, distracting jewellery removed and the patient clothed appropriately. Ideally the same cloths should be worn if possible for pre and post-operative photographs;2,3 (iv) Background that refers to the peripheral space around the patient. It should be free of distracting influences and preferably be of a uniform plain colour (such as light blue or green);2,3 and (v) Magnification that all images should be of the same consistent magnification or size. The introduction of digital cameras with the “zoom” function has made this a much easier process.2,3

Apart from the above discussed principles, one should also have an awareness of basic photographic concepts such as lens aperture, shutter speed and exposure although this is now much less important with contemporary point and shoot digital cameras. Digital cameras tend to automatically adjust for these settings and
have various custom modes for specific situations which enables one to obtain images in varying circumstances, e.g. during motion, and poor lighting including (i) Exposure that the image formed on the film (or its equivalent in a digital camera referred to as the charge-coupled device [CCD]) is dependent upon the amount of reflected light that reaches it from the subject. This in turn is dependent upon two factors; the lens aperture and the shutter speed; (ii) Lens aperture that refers to the size of the opening that allows light to reach the film or CCD and is expressed as a number called the f-stop (the f-stop is inversely proportional to the size of the lens opening); and (iii) Shutter speed that refers to the length of time that the camera shutter stays open permitting external light to reach the film or CCD. It is expressed in seconds and maybe anywhere between 1/30th and 1/1000th of a second.

Professional photographers use various combinations of the f-stop and shutter speed to obtain varying depths of field and moving images respectively. This is beyond the remit of this short paper and any interested reader is referred to an excellent introduction to these concepts available on www.digitalcameraworld.com.

It is also important to always consider the anatomical portion of the body being photographed. Most regions of the body will involve a varying combination of frontal, lateral, posterior and oblique views (Table 1 provides a summary of views for regions of the body that are most commonly photographed). The purpose for which the photographs will be used also determine what views one should take. For example in the author’s institution, skin lesions such as basal cell carcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma are photographed to reduce the possibility of wrong site surgery (most elderly patients may have several skin lesions which may appear similar). In such circumstances, apart from the standard views mentioned above, it may also be useful to obtain close-up as well as distant images of the lesion orientated to landmarks to reduce the possibility of wrong site surgery. Finally readers are reminded to obtain fully informed consent from the patient before any images are taken. Consistent pre and post-operative clinical photographs reduce the need to re-orientate the observer’s visual perspective each time a photograph is looked at making comparison seamless.
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